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CHAPTER 6
Saudi Arabia:
The Calculations of Uncertainty

THOMAS W. LIPPMAN

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, rich but vulnerable, for-
swore nuclear weapons when it acceded to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) in 1988. Previous to that, the Kingdom, like many Arab
countries, had declined to sign the NPT because Israel had not done so,
but this refusal was a political tactic, not an indication that Saudi Arabia
aspired to acquire nuclear weapons. 

Accepting the strictures of the NPT is a major commitment on an
issue of national importance; yet in Saudi Arabia, the decision to do so
was reached within the very small circle of senior decisionmakers around
the king, with no public discussion or political preparation. That was to
be expected. The most momentous decisions in Saudi Arabia’s modern his-
tory, including the awarding of the first oil concession in 1933 and the
invitation to U.S. and other foreign troops to enter the country in 1990,
have been taken by this small group of insiders—usually the king and
two or three of his brothers, a handful of trusted senior officials, and per-
haps a representative of the religious hierarchy. In an open society, a
country saddled with Saudi Arabia’s strategic liabilities—vast territory,
long coastlines, small population, soft targets, weak armed forces, and
dangerous neighbors—might anticipate vigorous public argument about
whether to forgo the nuclear option. No such debate could have been
expected in Saudi Arabia, where the policymaking process is opaque, the
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112 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

press is deferential to authority, and the public participates only indi-
rectly, if at all. 

A decade ago King Fahd ibn Abdul Aziz created a “Majlis al-Shoura,”
or Consultative Assembly, an appointed group of sixty prominent men
(since expanded to 120), which evaluates important government deci-
sions and proposes new laws and regulations. The Majlis reviews major
foreign policy issues and has occasionally questioned the foreign minister,
but it has no decisionmaking power and cannot compel testimony. In
1988 when the decision to adhere to the NPT was made, not even this
toothless organization existed. In the absence of a legislature or any sys-
tem of governmental checks and balances, the king and his advisers were
under no obligation to ventilate their thinking on nuclear policy before a
wider audience, and they did not do so. According to Robert Pelletreau,
a former assistant secretary of state for Near East affairs who specialized
in the Arab world during his State Department career, Saudi Arabia has
“excluded even the most senior military officers from national security
decisionmaking.”1 For all these reasons, there is no documentary record
to shed light on why Saudi Arabia surrendered the possibility of acquir-
ing nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, there is no secret as to the reason for
Saudi Arabia’s accession to the NPT: it was done to placate the United
States. Disavowal of nuclear ambition was a political decision for Saudi
Arabia, not a strategic one. It was penance for a transgression against an
indispensable patron.

The Chinese Missile Deal

Although it was a longtime strategic partner of the United States and a
cold war bulwark against communism, Saudi Arabia incurred the wrath
of the administration of President Ronald Reagan by clandestinely
acquiring at least thirty-six CSS-2 intermediate-range ballistic missiles
from China. (Some estimates put the number as high as sixty.) The mis-
siles, behemoths weighing nearly seventy tons with a range of about
1,900 miles, were stationed in remote areas of the Kingdom and main-
tained by Chinese crews. Washington was not informed and learned of the
deployment only by accident. The Saudis declined to permit American offi-
cials to inspect the missiles.

The Saudis have never delivered a persuasive public explanation for
their decision to buy the missiles, but from their perspective the acquisi-
tion made sense. Elsewhere in the Persian Gulf region, the ballistic missile
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era had already arrived. The Kingdom’s neighbors, Saddam Hussein’s
secular, antimonarchical Iraq and Ayatollah Khomeini’s anti-Saudi revo-
lutionary Iran, were at the time hammering each other with missiles in
their long war; Egypt, Syria, Yemen, and, of course, Israel also had sur-
face-to-surface missiles. Saudi Arabia, always insecure and fearful of
encirclement, had no comparable capability. “Saudi Arabia was particu-
larly interested in acquiring systems that could hit Tehran, while being
deployed outside the range of Iranian surface-to-surface missiles,” the
military analyst Anthony Cordesman wrote.2 True to their pattern of
equating acquisition with strategy, the Saudis went shopping. 

There was no prospect of purchasing intermediate-range missiles from
Saudi Arabia’s preferred military supplier, the United States, because mis-
siles that could strike Tehran could also reach Israel. The Saudis knew
from the hostile reaction in Congress to their earlier efforts to acquire
sophisticated weaponry that Congress would never approve a ballistic
missile sale even if the Reagan administration endorsed it. China was
under no such constraints as a vendor; and while the Chinese were com-
munists and normally not welcome even to visit vigorously anticommu-
nist Saudi Arabia, they had no record of armed invasion of a Muslim
country, as did the Soviet Union. As usual in Saudi Arabia, strategic self-
interest trumped taboo. 

From the American perspective, the Chinese missile deal appeared
dangerous and destabilizing in several ways, even apart from the poten-
tial menace to Israel. It accelerated the Middle East missile race, demon-
strated a streak of independence and duplicity that Washington did not
anticipate from Riyadh, and introduced China as an arms supplier to a
country that had made opposition to communism a cornerstone of its
long relationship with the United States. And most alarming of all, the
CSS-2 in its other known deployments carried nuclear warheads.
Because of the CSS-2’s inaccuracy, it is of little use in striking specific tar-
gets and therefore has military value only as a delivery system for
nuclear, chemical, or biological warheads, for which precision targeting is
much less important than it is for conventional weapons. The arrival of
such missiles in Saudi Arabia was seen in Washington as an indication that
the Saudis might be secretly pursuing nuclear weapons—perhaps even
planning to allow other Arab countries to use them to attack Israel,
deploying the feared “Islamic bomb.”

The Israelis warned that they might attack the missiles to preclude any
possibility that they would face a nuclear-armed Arab foe—a serious
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114 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

concern for Washington, given that Israel had bombed a nuclear reactor
in Iraq a few years earlier.3 American diplomats scrambled to pursue a
complicated agenda with several moving parts: persuading the Israelis
not to attack, making clear their displeasure with Saudi Arabia without
disrupting an important strategic and commercial relationship, and per-
suading Congress not to cut off arms sales to the Saudis. According to
Hume Horan, who was U.S. ambassador in Riyadh at the time, “The
Israelis told us, let it be known, that we better do something about those
missiles or they would. We told the Saudis that there are nations in the
area that are very concerned and threatening to take matters into their
own hands.”4 Richard Armitage, then assistant secretary of defense for
international security affairs and later deputy secretary of state in the
administration of George W. Bush, recalled dressing down Prince Bandar
bin Sultan, the Saudi ambassador to the United States who had negotiated
the missile purchase, in intemperate language, accusing the Saudis of vir-
tually inviting an Israeli strike.

“I want to congratulate you,” Armitage said to Bandar. “This is the law
of unintended consequences. You have put Saudi Arabia squarely in the
targeting package of the Israelis. You are now number one on the Israeli
hit parade. If the balloon goes up anywhere in the Middle East, you’re
going to get hit first.”5

Discovery of the missiles ignited a predictable storm in Congress.
Within a few weeks, bipartisan majorities in the House and the Senate had
approved resolutions opposing the sale of ground support equipment for
Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) planes the United
States had sold to Saudi Arabia in 1981. The administration postponed
formal notification to Congress of a new sale of $450 million worth of
military equipment. Secretary of State George P. Shultz traveled to
Riyadh to seek a gesture that would quell the anti-Saudi clamor.  

The United States was “highly concerned” about Saudi deployment of
the CSS-2, Assistant Secretary of State for Near East Affairs Richard
Murphy told Congress at the time, because “we had known it only in its
nuclear capable mode in China.” According to Murphy, who had previ-
ously served as ambassador to Saudi Arabia, “The Saudis took what was
available in deciding to join the group of missile-possessing states in the
region that included Iran, Iraq, Syria, as well as North Yemen and Egypt,
among others. Iran’s repeated use of missiles against Kuwait and the fir-
ing of a Scud missile at Kuwait’s oil facilities on April 20, 1988, as well as
attacks upon Iraq and reports about possible attacks upon Saudi targets
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simply underscored the justification in Saudi eyes for their acquisition of
a system to counter missiles in unfriendly hands.”6

Murphy told the House Foreign Affairs Committee that the Saudis
“have assured us, at the level of the king, that they do not have and they
have no intention of acquiring either nuclear or chemical warheads.” The
assurances took the form of a letter from King Fahd to President Reagan,
Murphy said. The decision to sign the NPT represented “a change in
longstanding Saudi policy and a serious international commitment which
should further assure neighboring countries of Saudi Arabia’s ultimate
interest in stability in the region,” Murphy told the committee.7

The NPT decision was made specifically to assuage Washington’s
anger over the Chinese missile deal, Murphy said years later. “We were
damned upset and very worried, and they were aware of our shock. They
had pulled a remarkable fast one. Our satellites hadn’t been watching.
Who would look for Chinese missile sites in the Saudi desert?”8

Edward Walker, who was chargé d’affaires at the U.S. embassy at the
time of these conversations, said Saudi accession to the NPT “was a
direct quid pro quo. We said, ‘We can forget this if you sign.’”9 Prince Ban-
dar “cut a deal,” according to a U.S. diplomat who was involved in the
negotiations. “The missiles could stay, but the king would promise never
go to nuclear and would join the NPT.”10 

(Unfortunately for Ambassador Horan, word of this agreement
reached his embassy only after he had delivered a strongly worded
protest over the missiles directly to the king, demanding that they be
removed. News of the arrangement brokered by Bandar made it appear
that Horan—of whom the Saudis were suspicious anyway because his
father was a senior Iranian diplomat—did not have Washington’s backing.
At the king’s request, Horan was removed, an episode that is still talked
about in the State Department’s Middle East bureau.)

Sixteen years after the secret acquisition, it is still not clear exactly
why Saudi Arabia wanted the CSS-2 missiles if it truly had no intention
of putting nuclear warheads on them. The best explanation seems to be
the most obvious one: they felt they had to have some surface-to-surface
missile capacity to protect themselves against dangerous neighbors. Dur-
ing Operation Desert Storm in 1991, the Saudis planned to fire some of
the missiles at Baghdad in retaliation for Iraqi Scud attacks on Riyadh.
Whether the Chinese would have assented to this is not known because
American officials talked the Saudis out of a retaliatory strike. The U.S.
argument was that the inaccurate missiles would probably cause extensive
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casualties among Iraqi civilians and Saudi Arabia would forfeit the moral
high ground. In any case, the plan to strike Baghdad with the missiles con-
firmed that they did not have nuclear warheads.11

The missiles, now obsolete and of dubious military value, remain in
Saudi Arabia, still fueled and maintained by Chinese crews because the
Saudis have never been trained to operate them. To this day, the Saudis
have declined to allow Americans to inspect them, but they are widely
regarded by military analysts as having little if any military value unless
they have been secretly upgraded. One recent study said they are “basically
junk. The Chinese in essence hoodwinked the Saudis into buying an
antique missile system worthless without its nuclear warhead.”12 Another
said the missiles are “largely an exercise in political symbolism and have
limited war-fighting capability.”13 Nevertheless, those missiles are funda-
mental to any discussion of whether Saudi Arabia might reconsider its
decision to forswear nuclear weapons because if Saudi Arabia did acquire
nuclear warheads, the CSS-2s would be the most likely delivery system. In
missile-proliferation negotiations with the Clinton administration in
2000, the Chinese agreed not to “assist any country in any way to
acquire ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons,” but they
insisted that their arrangement with Saudi Arabia was “grandfathered.”

The Official Saudi Line: A Nuclear-Free Middle East

Unlike some other countries that decided not to acquire nuclear
weapons, Saudi Arabia did not give up an active program when it
adhered to the NPT. Arms control specialists who believe that states
seeking nuclear weapons do so for one of two reasons—security or sta-
tus—said that the Saudis did not have either motivation. The country
was never considered a proliferation threat before the acquisition of the
CSS-2s; it lacks the technological expertise, industrial base, and disci-
plined commitment required to develop an indigenous weapons capacity.
All analyses of Saudi Arabia’s military and technological capabilities
assume that nuclear weapons could be acquired only by purchase from
another country—probably Pakistan but, in light of recent develop-
ments, possibly North Korea, which can be expected to sell to anyone with
enough money if its nuclear defiance of early 2003 results in actual war-
head production. 

Saudi Arabia’s defense minister, Prince Sultan ibn Abdul Aziz, who is
second in line to the throne and one of the most powerful men in the
Kingdom, has declared that Saudi Arabia “has a well-known policy which
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S AU D I  A R A B I A 117

is against nuclear weapons in principle.”14 Its official position on the sub-
ject is to refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons and from helping other
countries to do so, and to promote a nuclear-free zone in the Middle
East—a goal the Saudis say cannot be achieved because Israel refuses to
cooperate. This line was articulated in a statement to the United Nations
on May 14, 1999, by Fawzi Shobokshi, Saudi Arabia’s ambassador:

“While many regions around the world are achieving success in estab-
lishing nuclear free zones as a result of the cooperation and recognition of
the need for peaceful co-existence in those regions, we find that the inter-
national [and] regional efforts to make the Middle East a nuclear free
zone are fruitless,” he said. “This is the result of the refusal of one coun-
try, Israel, to co-operate with these efforts. . . . Israel continues to refuse
to join the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty or to subject its nuclear
facilities to inspection by the International Atomic Energy Agency.”15

Prince Sultan told an interviewer in that same year that “Israel has to
give up this [nuclear] force and destroy it and sign the treaty concerning
the non-use of weapons of mass destruction to which the countries of the
region adhere.”16

During international negotiations leading to an indefinite extension of
the NPT in 1995, which in effect made its nonproliferation commitments
permanent, Saudi Arabia was one of several Arab states that complained
about U.S. tolerance of Israel’s position. In the end, the Saudis agreed to
indefinite extension only after adoption of a resolution that called on the
nuclear weapons states to exert “their utmost efforts” to achieve a Mid-
dle East free of weapons of mass destruction.17

In truth, Saudi Arabia’s statements about Israel are rhetorical folderol,
issued to burnish the Kingdom’s Arab credentials without requiring any
action. The Saudis understand perfectly well why Israel is not prepared to
make such a commitment. If Saudi Arabia were to consider the nuclear
option, Israel would not be the reason.

Saudi Arabia has never signed the safeguards agreement that the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency requires of NPT states, nor has it
acceded to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. However, Saudi Arabia’s
refusal to embrace all chapters of the nonproliferation canon should
probably not be interpreted as coy evasion aimed at masking equivocal
policies. It is more likely a continuing protest against Israel’s abstention
from international nonproliferation regimes rather than any hedging on
the part of the Kingdom. According to the IAEA, “As far as the agency is
aware, Saudi Arabia does not have any significant amounts of nuclear
material or material in a nuclear facility that would require inspection
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118 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

under the Agency’s standard comprehensive safeguard agreements.”
Nevertheless, the IAEA “is actively encouraging States [including Saudi
Arabia] to conclude NPT safeguards agreements and additional protocols,
through correspondence, seminars, workshops and other contacts.”18

To demonstrate the irrevocability of their disavowal of nuclear
weapons, some countries have taken steps such as enacting legislation or
writing a nuclear ban into their constitutions. Such a course is not avail-
able to Saudi Arabia, where there is no legislature and the constitution is
the Koran. Other than the strictures written into the NPT, the only formal
barrier to the pursuit of nuclear weapons is the commitment of the
monarch. Nonetheless, no credible evidence has ever surfaced that Saudi
Arabia has sought to develop or acquire nuclear weapons, or that it
desires to do so. A 2001 study by the Carnegie Endowment for Interna-
tional Peace ranked potential proliferator states as “high risk” such as
North Korea; “renunciations” such as South Africa and Ukraine; and
“abstaining countries” that could develop nuclear capability but chose not
to do so, such as Taiwan. Saudi Arabia was not included in any cate-
gory.19 “No one considers Saudi Arabia a serious, or even minor, prolif-
eration risk,” according to Joseph Cirincione, director of Carnegie’s
nonproliferation studies.20

Moreover, military experts with direct knowledge of Saudi Arabia’s
armed forces and defense policies agree that nuclear weapons are not on the
Kingdom’s strategic agenda. “The Saudis don’t want nukes, they have
other priorities,” said Bernard Dunn, who as a U.S. Army colonel was
defense attaché at the American embassy in Riyadh from 1999 to 2002.
“They have no desire for them and there’s no evidence of any change. The
U.S. intelligence community is not even thinking about this.”21

Another American, a strategic analyst and military consultant who
has lived in Saudi Arabia for decades, said, “In all honesty, in many years
here, I have not once heard a discussion about acquiring WMD
[weapons of mass destruction]. The country is strictly in a defensive pos-
ture and procurements have been geared accordingly—to stop incoming
and that’s it.”22

“They can’t afford the nuclear option and there’s no real strategic
need for it,” said another American who closely follows Saudi military and
strategic affairs. “Their other needs are so great, it’s hard to imagine.
Crown Prince Abdullah [heir apparent and de facto ruler because of the
prolonged illness of King Fahd] has stated that his opposition to WMD is
total, on principle, and we believe him.”23
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The credibility of Saudi disclaimers of interest in nuclear weapons has
been reinforced by the fact that Saudi Arabia, unlike Iran, has never
sought to acquire commercial nuclear power generating plants. While
such plants are nominally restricted to civilian use and are permitted—
even encouraged—by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, they are
often viewed with suspicion by opponents of proliferation because they
introduce fissionable materials and nuclear engineering expertise into
environments where they would otherwise not exist. Because energy, in the
form of crude oil and natural gas, is the one natural resource Saudi Ara-
bia possesses in abundance, no proposal for nuclear power would be
credible. 

The Kingdom has, however, created an Atomic Energy Research Insti-
tute. Little has been written about this institute in the mainstream press,
but it is not clandestine. Its research projects and the names and tele-
phone numbers of its scientists are published on the website of the King
Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology.24 It was established in 1988,
with this announced goal: “To adapt the nuclear sciences and technolo-
gies and utilize them in support of the economic, industrial and agricul-
tural plans of the Kingdom.” 

The first objective listed is “drafting a national atomic energy plan
and supervising the implementation of the plan.” Some of the research
projects deal with topics that would be directly relevant should the King-
dom decide to move toward nuclear development for either civilian or mil-
itary use, such as radiation monitoring and the transportation of
radioactive material. Over the past decade, Saudi scientists have pub-
lished peer-reviewed papers on such topics in professional journals and
presented papers at international nuclear energy conferences, often in
collaboration with scientists from Taiwan, a far more technologically
advanced society. There has been no indication that these studies are
anything more than academic exercises. In addition, some hospitals in
the Kingdom have nuclear medicine programs using radioisotopes pur-
chased from European suppliers, but radiological tools of diagnosis have
never been seen as an avenue to the kind of nuclear expertise required for
a weapons program.

The Khilewi Affair

A cardinal rule of intelligence and threat assessment is that one does not
know what one does not know; thus it is theoretically possible that Saudi
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Arabia has a clandestine development or acquisition program that has
eluded detection by the most rigorous analysts. As closely as Saudi Ara-
bia has been linked to the United States for more than fifty years, there
have been several episodes, in addition to the CSS-2 affair, in which the
Saudis have been less than candid with the Americans and less than
forthcoming with information. These include the investigation of the
1996 Khobar Towers bombing and the initial response to the September
11, 2001, terrorist attacks. No possibility should be ruled out on the
basis that no American has ever come across it. Could not a reasonable
case be made in the Saudis’ minds for the development of an alternative
security relationship with a major power should relations with the
United States deteriorate? A possible candidate for such a role would, of
course, be China, a nuclear power that has a close relationship with
Saudi Arabia’s ally Pakistan and a growing need for imported oil. Suffi-
ciently remote from the Persian Gulf not to pose a direct threat to Saudi
Arabia and no longer part of any international communist movement,
China could theoretically be an attractive partner. This is not to say that
Saudi Arabia is actually seeking such a relationship with any country
other the United States, but to be unaware of any such outreach is not to
exclude it from the realm of possibility.

The surreptitious acquisition of the CSS-2 missiles and the establish-
ment of the nuclear research institute are just two of the tantalizing and
curious episodes that from time to time have stirred suspicion and specu-
lation about Saudi Arabia’s true intentions. Another was the affair of the
so-called Saudi defector, Muhammad al-Khilewi.

Khilewi was a Saudi diplomat posted to the United Nations, where his
portfolio included nonproliferation issues. In 1994 he left his post and
asked for political asylum in the United States. He stirred a brief sensation
with media interviews in which he claimed to possess documents proving
that Saudi Arabia had tried to buy research reactors from China as part
of a clandestine program to acquire nuclear weapons. He showed a New
York Times reporter a document purporting to be a 1989 letter from the
China Nuclear Industry Corporation to a nephew of King Fahd that said
it was willing to sell small research reactors, known as miniature neutron
source reactors, to Saudi Arabia. It was not clear whether the Chinese
were seeking a new market or whether the Saudis had initiated the con-
tact—assuming the letter was genuine. The Saudis asserted at the time that
Khilewi’s documents were forgeries, created by Khilewi on government let-
terhead stationery he used for his own purposes.25
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Khilewi also asserted in media interviews that Saudi Arabia had pro-
vided financial support to Iraq’s nuclear program. This allegation has
never been proved but neither has it been effectively refuted. Saudi Ara-
bia had openly promised to pay for reconstruction of Iraq’s Osirak reac-
tor after Israeli warplanes destroyed it in 1981, and the Kingdom
supported Iraq throughout its long war with Iran in the 1980s, a time
when Iraq had an advanced program to develop nuclear weapons. 

Despite the flurry of excitement at the time, nothing has happened
since 1994 to confirm any of Khilewi’s allegations about a Saudi Arabian
weapons program. Few if any of the purported documents have been
made public. Khilewi stopped talking, at least in public.26 In fact, the
skimpy record indicates that the source of Khilewi’s unhappiness with his
government’s nuclear weapons policy was not its efforts to acquire them
but its accession to the NPT.

Shortly after his “defection,” Khilewi sent a letter to Saudi Arabia’s
grand mufti, Sheikh Abdul Aziz bin Baz, with copies to Crown Prince
Abdullah, members of the country’s Consultative Assembly, and a Lon-
don-based opposition group, the Committee for the Defense of Legiti-
mate Rights, in which he listed assorted demands and complaints about
his homeland. One of the demands was “refraining from entering into any
unlimited and permanent international agreements especially nuclear
agreements and refusing to make our land a dumping or testing ground
for nuclear and other weapons.”27

In a 1998 interview with Middle East Quarterly, Khilewi said, “It was
clear to me that the current system of nuclear proliferation is wrong. The
NPT is based on selective proliferation. It has a double standard. I myself
am against nuclear proliferation in Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and Iraq as I
am against it in America, Israel, and India.”28

These comments are virtually indecipherable, but they cannot be read
as credible allegations that Saudi Arabia has a clandestine nuclear pro-
gram. Senior officials of the Clinton administration who were responsible
for Mideast affairs at the time Khilewi sought asylum, including Robert
Pelletreau of the State Department and Bruce Riedel of the National
Security Council, said they found nothing in Khilewi’s debriefings to
back up the media reports about a Saudi nuclear program. “There was no
there there,” Pelletreau said.29

There was another flurry of speculation in 1999 when Saudi Arabia’s
defense minister, Prince Sultan, became the first prominent foreigner to
visit Pakistan’s missile factory and its nuclear weapons facilities at
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Kahuta. Neither country has ever revealed full details of that visit, but
Pakistan denied that it had anything to do with nuclear weapons. The
issue arose again in the late summer of 2003 when a British newspaper,
the Guardian, reported that the Saudis had embarked upon a “strategic
review” that included a reassessment of the Kingdom’s non-nuclear pos-
ture. According to the newspaper, Saudi officials “at the highest levels”
were studying options that included acquisition of a nuclear deterrent,
development of a protective alliance with an existing nuclear power, and
a new attempt to create a nuclear-free Middle East.30 The credibility of this
article was dubious: none of the reported “options” represented new
ideas, it cited no sources for its information, and no other major publica-
tion confirmed the report. Uncharacteristically, the Saudis issued an
immediate and unequivocal denial, in the form of a letter to the newspa-
per from Turki al-Faisal, the Saudi Arabian ambassador to Britain.
“Although, like all governments, we constantly reconsider our policies in
the light of events, we do not have and are not considering acquiring
nuclear weapons,” the letter said. “Saudi Arabia is a signatory to the
non-proliferation treaties and would like these adopted by all. There is no
atomic energy programme in any part of the Kingdom.”31 

A similar episode occurred a few months later, after a visit to Pakistan
by Crown Prince Abdullah. A few politically conservative newspapers in
this country and Britain reported that Abdullah and the Pakistanis had
reached a secret pact in which the Saudis would send free oil to Pakistan
in exchange for nuclear weapons technology. Given that Pakistan was
already receiving Saudi oil at a deep discount without such technology
transfers, such an agreement seemed unlikely, which may explain why
the supposed pact was never confirmed by any mainstream news publi-
cation, as it would have been if it existed. State Department officials
brushed off the reports. 

Saudi Arabia’s Strategic Vulnerability

Despite the official disclaimers, episodes such as the Khilewi affair and
Prince Sultan’s visit to Kahuta aroused media speculation about possible
nuclear ambitions because there is a certain plausibility to the idea that
Saudi Arabia might aspire to have at least a small nuclear capacity as a
deterrent to aggression. There appears to be no possibility that Saudi
Arabia—as long as it is ruled by the al-Saud family—would ever consider
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nuclear weapons for aggressive purposes because the Kingdom has not
threatened any of its neighbors since the last border issues were settled
decades ago; but deterrence is another matter. While the 2003 ouster of
Saddam Hussein eliminated a hostile government in neighboring Iraq,
the Kingdom’s strategic weaknesses have not been ameliorated since the
Chinese missiles were deployed in 1988, and its capacity to defend itself
against the most powerful of its potentially hostile neighbors, Iran, has
diminished. 

With territory of more than 800,000 square miles (reference works
differ as to the exact size), Saudi Arabia is a vast country, four times the
size of France. Its capital, Riyadh, is in the center of the country, but oth-
erwise its population centers and economic assets are concentrated along
the Persian Gulf and Red Sea coasts. The oil installations that provide
most of the country’s revenue and the desalination plants that produce
70 percent of its drinking water are visible, vulnerable targets that could
be devastated in short order by air assault or seaborne attack. Despite
Saudi Arabia’s large territory, it would be difficult for the population and
the armed forces to retreat from the coasts and regroup in the interior
because the interior is virtually uninhabitable; cut off from the coasts,
the Saudis would be without food or water. Military supply lines would
be severed.

Unlike Israel or Taiwan, Saudi Arabia does not face any external
threat to its existence as a country. To the extent that the country is coter-
minous with the House of Saud, however, the existential threat could be
perceived as real. If a transformation were engineered by a theocratic Iran
or a fully democratic Iraq, or by domestic insurgents, the country of
Saudi Arabia would remain but the government would change—in fact,
the entire organizing principle of the Saudi state could change. Any dis-
cussion of the acquisition of nuclear weapons under the current Saudi
leadership must recognize that the purpose would not be to preserve the
existence of Saudi Arabia but to perpetuate the rule of the House of Saud. 

For decades the Saudis have confronted real threats to their security,
none of them involving the Arab conflict with Israel. Repeated conflicts
with their neighbors and threats from external forces—Egypt and Yemen
in the 1960s, the Soviet Union during the cold war, Iran in the 1980s, Iraq
in 1990—have reinforced the sense of vulnerability inherent in a country
of enviable assets and relatively small population.

In 1979, when Afghanistan was controlled by a pro-Moscow left-
wing government but had not yet been invaded by Soviet troops, Secretary
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of State Cyrus Vance distributed to regional diplomatic posts a secret
cable summarizing U.S. intelligence assessments of Saudi Arabia’s strate-
gic position: “The Saudis interpreted the Marxist takeover of Afghan-
istan last year as part of a Soviet-oriented campaign to encircle the
Persian Gulf and the Arabian peninsula with radical regimes in prepara-
tion for the subversion of the conservative, oil-rich monarchies in the
area. The Ethiopian revolution and the Marxist coup in South Yemen are
seen in Riyadh as other parts of the Soviet effort to seize the oil wealth of
the Middle East.”32 

The Iranian revolution of 1979 brought to power a regime even more
threatening than communism, a menace to Saudi Arabia from the right
rather than the left, challenging the very legitimacy of the House of Saud
and its claims to primacy in Islam as custodian of Islam’s sacred sites in
Mecca and Medina. The Saudis watched in bafflement as the United
States stood aside and let the Pahlavi regime, a virtual creation of Wash-
ington, be swept away—a development that seems to have permanently
undermined Saudi confidence in American assurances. With the over-
throw of the pro-Western Shah of Iran and his replacement by a rigorously
anti-Western theocratic regime led by the charismatic Ayatollah Khomei-
ni, Saudi Arabia faced across the narrow Persian Gulf a powerful, cohe-
sive, well-armed, and similarly rich antagonist with more than four times
the population. The outbreak of war between Iran and Iraq diverted this
threat, but only temporarily. Today the menace of communism has evap-
orated, but the threat of encirclement by aggressive, anti-Western Islamic
militancy that would target the House of Saud as a tool of the United
States has replaced it. This threat would be exacerbated if a militant Shi-
ite Islamic state emerged from the political confusion of postwar Iraq.

In an evaluation of Saudi Arabia’s security position for the Congres-
sional Research Service more than two decades ago, Richard M. Preece
wrote, “Saudi perceptions are strongly influenced by a pronounced feel-
ing of weakness, insecurity, a sense of encirclement by hostile forces, and
an awareness that the armed forces would likely meet with severe diffi-
culties in hostilities with neighbors such as Iraq, Iran, Israel, or even
[South] Yemen.”33 

Knowing that their armed forces could never match the manpower of
their larger neighbors, Preece observed, the Saudis sought to address
their vulnerability by acquisition of large numbers of sophisticated,
mobile weapons: “The premise underlying modernization of the armed
forces—particularly the air force—was that they must achieve superior
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technology and a sophisticated air defense system with maximum mobil-
ity and firepower to compensate for limited manpower.”34

The result of these concerns was a military buying spree of staggering
proportions. Preece noted that an annual military budget of about $1 bil-
lion at the time of the 1973 Middle East war had leaped to $10 billion in
the second half of the 1970s and peaked at $20 billion in 1981, after the
fall of the Shah and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. And yet, “despite
the size of these expenditures, Saudi defense forces are constrained by
shortages of manpower, a lack of training and technological background,
and illiteracy. There is a need for training in the operations, maintenance
and managerial fields, for development of communications and the infra-
structure, for new equipment to replace old existing equipment, and for
incentives in the recruitment and retention of personnel.”35 

Most of what Preece wrote in 1981 is true in 2004, except that today
Sudan would probably replace Yemen as a source of Saudi anxiety. By the
end of the twentieth century, according to the State Department, Saudi
Arabia was spending 13 percent of GDP on defense (compared to 8.9
percent in Israel and 4.5 percent in Pakistan).36 Yet two decades of acqui-
sition and training since Preece’s analysis have not overcome Saudi Ara-
bia’s strategic weaknesses—especially because much of the investment in
equipment and training has gone to the Saudi Arabian National Guard,
an internal security force, rather than to the regular army and air force,
and more than half of all defense spending for the past twenty years has
been for facilities, such as ports, barracks, and hospitals, rather than for
armaments. “No other country in the developing world has received so
few actual arms per dollar,” according to Anthony Cordesman.37

Saudi Arabia spent some $290 billion on defense from the mid-1980s
through the mid-1990s.38 Yet as 2003 began, it was the virtually unani-
mous assessment of military specialists in Riyadh and Washington that
Saudi Arabia—despite its F-15 fighters and Abrams tanks and Bradley
fighting vehicles—could not defend itself against a serious assault by Iran
or Iraq, with armed forces more than twice as large.39 Weaknesses in
training, operations, logistics and maintenance, as well as fuzzy and
undisciplined strategic thinking, have undermined whatever advantage
the Saudis’ massive purchases might have represented. “The military is a
shambles, a hollow force not capable of defending the country, and in their
heart of hearts they know it,” said a senior American analyst in Saudi Ara-
bia. “They have acquired expensive toys they can’t maintain, but their
thinking on strategic issues is shallow.”40 The regular armed forces “are
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126 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

in worse shape now than when they didn’t show up at Khafji,” in the first
battle of Operation Desert Storm in 1991, an American officer said.41

Furthermore, Saudi Arabia no longer has an abundance of cash to
throw at its defense problems—the $55 billion cost of Desert Storm and
relatively low oil prices since the mid-1980s have resulted in chronic
budget deficits—and the Saudis are cutting corners. American defense
contractors interviewed in Riyadh in the fall of 2002 said the Saudis are
transferring maintenance contracts away from original equipment sup-
pliers, such as Boeing and Raytheon, to lower-cost local concerns that are
not up to the task. 

“With the chronic deficits and their need to keep the royals supplied
with cash, they prefer to give contracts to lower bidders—local firms—
who can’t possibly do the work for that amount of money,” said the
Saudi Arabia representative of a major U.S. defense supplier. “But so
what? The military is not operationally sound and deployable anyway, so
what do they lose by giving the contract to somebody who comes in at
$300 million under a projected budget amount?”42

Such comments could be dismissed as special pleading by a losing bid-
der, except that nobody disputes his assessment. As well equipped as they
might be on paper, the Saudi armed forces could not defend their country
against an all-out assault by Iran or Iraq; they would require and expect
help from the country that has guaranteed their security for six
decades—the United States. But if the Saudis doubted that the United
States would come to their rescue in extremis, might they not wish to
acquire a weapon that would deter their potential enemies?

States of Uncertainty

In the late spring of 2004, Saudi Arabia faces multiple, overlapping
uncertainties involving several countries that could affect the ruling fam-
ily’s security decisions. It is certainly possible to envision a combination
of events that would lead the country’s decisionmakers to seek the puta-
tive security of at least a nominal nuclear deterrent. 

These uncertainties begin with Saudi Arabia itself. The king, crippled
by a stroke, has for several years ruled in name only. The de facto ruler
and designated successor, Crown Prince Abdullah, turns eighty-one in
2004, and the next in line, Prince Sultan, the defense minister, is only a
year younger. There is no clear line of succession beyond them. A House
of Saud riven by an internal power struggle might offer a tempting target
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S AU D I  A R A B I A 127

of opportunity for a hostile neighbor. If such a split led to the overthrow
of the House of Saud by Islamic extremists taking their cue from Osama
bin Laden or some like-minded fanatic, the country would almost cer-
tainly attempt to go nuclear. Bin Laden has said as much: “It is the duty
of Muslims to possess these weapons.”43

The country’s economic problems could also enter into the calcula-
tions. Saudi Arabia’s population growth is rapidly outpacing growth in
GDP. Unemployment is widespread among the young. Two decades of
efforts to diversify the economy away from petroleum have produced
only modest results; absent a sustained oil price boom beyond the 2004
runup, the country has no way to generate substantial increases in rev-
enue. In that environment, the era of multi-billion-dollar purchases of
weapons systems has slipped into the past. According to the State
Department, Saudi Arabia’s military spending declined by almost 22 per-
cent from 1998 to 2000; Saudi Arabia’s purchases of American equipment
under the Foreign Military Sales program declined from more than $25
billion in 1992 to less than $2 billion in 2000.44 The biggest purchase of
aircraft in the 1990s consisted of Boeing passenger jets for the national air-
line, not military planes.

In an analysis of Saudi Arabia’s military force structure published by the
U.S. Army’s Foreign Military Studies Office at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, C. A. Woodson wrote that the Saudis “emerged from Desert
Storm sobered by the realization that their force structure development
goals were not commensurate with the regional threats that they con-
fronted. Accordingly, they candidly identified shortcomings, and care-
fully planned for their elimination. Witnessing first hand the
technological advantages of modern warfare, particularly those pos-
sessed by the United States, they aspired to the deterrent capabilities that
they afforded.” However, according to Woodson, these aspirations were
thwarted by a lack of money: “Today, fiscal shortcomings, precipitated by
the dramatic mid-1980s decline in global oil prices and exacerbated by the
costs of Desert Storm, together with normal problems of inadequate
absorptive capacity for manning new technology, have hamstrung ongo-
ing Saudi efforts to build effective deterrent capabilities against both sec-
ular enemies such as Iraq and Iran and the rise of political Islam.”45 That
being the case, might not the clandestine purchase of a few nuclear war-
heads represent a relatively economical insurance policy against the
country’s multiple hobgoblins? After all, as Michael Eisenstadt has writ-
ten, Pakistan’s 1998 nuclear tests proved that “the atom bomb is ‘the
poor man’s atom bomb.’”46
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128 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

The second country of uncertainty is Iran. As the zeal and aspirations
of the 1979 revolution fade into memory and a new, post-revolution gen-
eration seeks greater personal freedom, Iran is in ferment. Relations
between Iran and Saudi Arabia have improved markedly since the 1980s,
when Iran’s anti-American, anti-Saudi agitation and Saudi Arabia’s sup-
port for Iraq in the Iran-Iraq war poisoned relations to the point that
even the pilgrimage to Mecca was disrupted. Relations reached their
nadir during the 1987 pilgrimage to Mecca, when 402 people, mostly
Iranians, were killed in clashes with Saudi police after the Iranians staged
a political rally.

The two countries now cooperate civilly, if not always in full agree-
ment, on matters of mutual interest, such as the pilgrimage, oil price
management through OPEC, and the stabilization of Afghanistan, but
inherent tension between Shia Iran and Sunni Saudi Arabia is never far
beneath the surface. Regardless of what new leadership emerges in Iran
over the coming decade, the country’s overt development of nuclear
power and nuclear technology will be source of anxiety across the Gulf in
Riyadh, as well as in Washington and Jerusalem. 

Russia is assisting Iran with the development of a commercial nuclear
power plant at Bushehr. The United States objected strenuously to this
arrangement, arguing that even if a nuclear plant was legitimately
required for Iran’s domestic electricity needs, it was ill advised because it
would give the Iranians technology and expertise they need to develop a
suspected clandestine nuclear weapons program. The inherent weakness
in the U.S. position was that the Russia-Iran deal was legal under the
terms of the NPT, which provides for parties to the treaty to share civil-
ian nuclear technology with non-nuclear signatory states in exchange for
their commitment not to seek nuclear weapons. In theory, countries that
forswore nuclear weapons would still have access to the benefits of civil-
ian nuclear technology, including nuclear power, because the declared
nuclear states would help them acquire it. This is precisely what is hap-
pening in the Bushehr project.

It may be, as arms-control skeptics have argued, that the entire inter-
national network of nuclear proliferation controls was bound to unravel
eventually anyway because it runs contrary to history: every weapon
since the slingshot has been copied or acquired by those who felt threat-
ened or diminished by its existence. Nevertheless, until now the NPT has
restrained all signatory countries except North Korea. Russia’s nuclear
assistance to Iran has been depicted by Washington as a virtual invitation
to Iran to circumvent the treaty. 
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The Russians, looking for hard-currency export markets, were not
dissuaded by Washington’s protests. Russia and Iran insisted that the
Bushehr project was strictly for the production of nuclear power, no dif-
ferent from plants in other NPT signatory states in Europe and Asia.
Moreover, the contract between Russia and Iran calls for the spent
nuclear fuel from Bushehr to be sent back to Russia, which would ensure
that Iran could not reprocess it to extract plutonium. Without the spent
fuel, Iran would have no source of fissionable material for plutonium-
based weapons.

Whatever assurance this arrangement may have provided, however,
was shattered by revelations in early 2003 that Iran is much closer to an
indigenous fissionable material capability than had been thought.
Inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency discovered that
Iran is well along on construction of a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment
facility that could produce weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium by
2005. Iran then announced that it would produce uranium from its own
mines and confirmed its enrichment program. Development of such an
enrichment capability would place Iran within fairly short reach of the
ability to produce a uranium-based weapon. Moreover, if Iran pursues
plutonium-based weapons, the development of an indigenous nuclear
fuel cycle—not dependent on Russian supplies—would presumably
leave Iran free to do as it wished with the spent fuel, including repro-
cessing to extract plutonium. 

According to Chas M. Freeman, a former U.S. ambassador to Saudi
Arabia, senior Saudi officials have said privately that if and when Iran
acknowledges having, or is discovered to have, actual nuclear warheads,
Saudi Arabia would feel compelled to acquire a deterrent stockpile.47 As
George Tenet, the director of Central Intelligence, told Congress in early
2003, “Demand creates the market. The desire for nuclear weapons is on
the upsurge. Additional countries may decide to seek nuclear weapons as
it becomes clear their neighbors and regional rivals are already doing
so.”48 Saudi Arabia could become one of those countries if it felt suffi-
ciently intimidated. Iran’s agreement at the end of 2003 to allow surprise
international inspections of its nuclear facilities could assuage the fears of
its neighbors, but it is too soon to tell whether Iran truly intends to back
away from nuclear weapons.

The third country of uncertainty is Iraq, the once-friendly Arab neigh-
bor that invaded Kuwait in 1990 and threatened to keep going into
Saudi Arabia. Like everyone else, the Saudis are in the dark about what
kind of Iraq will emerge from the ashes of Saddam Hussein’s regime. The
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principle of “better the devil you know than the devil you don’t know,”
along with the mandatory ritual obeisance to Arab solidarity, underlay
Saudi Arabia’s strenuous efforts to avert a U.S.-led war to overthrow the
Iraqi dictator. As was predictable, the Saudis announced that they would
not permit U.S. military operations against Iraq from facilities in Saudi
Arabia, then quietly assented to virtually all American requests for oper-
ations from those same facilities. Now that Saddam Hussein is in U.S. cus-
tody and Iraq is groping its way toward some new form of government,
the risks perceived by Saudi Arabia from Iraq could increase rather than
diminish.

An Iraq fragmented along ethnic lines—Sunni Muslims, Shia Mus-
lims, and independence-minded Kurds in the north—could engender the
same kind of conflict that devastated Lebanon in the 1970s and 1980s and
provoke just the sort of regional instability that the Saudis dread. An
Iraq held together by some powerful and charismatic new strongman—an
outcome that cannot be ruled out, despite President Bush’s insistence that
it will not happen—could be driven to seek vengeance against Saudi Ara-
bia for its military ties to the United States. An Iraq dominated by an
anti-American Shiite religious hierarchy allied with Tehran, which is a
distinct possibility, would be a direct threat to the House of Saud—and
potentially a nuclear-armed one.

Even the most benign of all possible Iraq outcomes projected by
Washington—the rise of a truly democratic, representative secular gov-
ernment in Baghdad, receptive to new ideas and encouraging free expres-
sion—could be perceived by Riyadh as threatening because radical ideas,
more dangerous than troops, might infiltrate across the Iraqi-Saudi bor-
der. Nuclear warheads provide no defense against domestic unrest, but the
House of Saud could regard their acquisition as a prestige-building exer-
cise that could head off some criticism. This would be a bread-and-circuses
approach, in which the leadership could reinforce its legitimacy and
burnish its Arab nationalist and Islamic credentials by acquiring super-
weapons. 

The final country of uncertainty is the United States. For more than fifty
years, Saudi Arabia understood that it could rely on Washington to
protect it from external threats, even though the two countries have
never had a formal mutual defense agreement. Every president from
Franklin Roosevelt to Bill Clinton stated a commitment to Saudi Arabia’s
security, and the United States has long been the principal trainer and
supplier of the Saudi Arabian armed forces. For decades the basic bargain
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of the relationship—the United States received Saudi oil and Saudi support
in the struggle against communism in exchange for U.S. protection and
American technology and investment—survived every strain, including
the Arab oil embargo of 1973–74, irreconcilable differences over Israel,
and the Chinese missile deal. Whether that bargain can survive the events
of September 11, 2001, and their aftermath is an open question.

Saudi Arabia is in the uncomfortable position of being dependent for
its security upon a country whose citizens fear and mistrust the Kingdom
because of the participation of Saudis in the September 11 terror attacks
and the Saudi record of financing Muslim extremists worldwide, while at
the same time that very dependence upon the United States is the primary
reason Osama bin Laden and his grim legions wish to overthrow the
House of Saud. Dependence on the United States for security has been at
once the House of Saud’s greatest bulwark against external threats and its
greatest political liability domestically and in the larger Arab world. 

As horrified as Americans were by the September 11 attacks and the
possibility of Saudi complicity, the Saudis have been shocked by the
American response. In their view, the Americans they believed were their
friends were all too eager to assume collective guilt, imposing visa restric-
tions and other security requirements even on Saudis with long histories
of peaceful travel to the United States. Every American visitor to Saudi
Arabia in the past two years has endured pained conversations with
Saudis who reported that they have moved their investments, their cor-
porate purchases, their vacation plans, or their children’s education out-
side the United States. 

Saudi Arabia cannot afford an open break with Washington, yet it has
strong motivations to put some distance between itself and its patron.
That is one reason why Saudi Arabia was reluctant to align itself publicly
with the U.S. military campaign against Iraq and why the Saudis
endorsed with alacrity the withdrawal of most U.S. military forces from
the Kingdom after Iraq was defeated. The fewer American troops, the
less provocation to militants and the less vulnerable the ruling family is to
the accusation that it has squandered billions on defense without reduc-
ing its dependence on the Americans. 

With the departure of American military units whose mission was to
enforce flight restrictions in Iraq, the U.S. military presence in Saudi
Arabia has reverted to the status quo ante 1990: the long-understood
U.S. commitment to Saudi Arabia’s security remains, but the only actual
uniformed American presence are the small advisory units of the U.S.
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Military Training Mission and the Saudi Arabian National Guard support
team. Paradoxically, this should strengthen rather than weaken the polit-
ical security of the House of Saud because it will no longer have to
defend itself against accusations that it is allowing infidel troops to defile
holy soil. Moreover, the Saudis can claim, with justification, that the
American withdrawal was prompted not by the demands of Osama bin
Laden but by the fact that the need for the troops ended with the down-
fall of Saddam Hussein. 

No longer will be it true, as the analyst Joseph McMillan put it, that
“the Saudi royal family is under steadily growing pressure to explain
how it can claim to defend the Holy Places if it cannot even defend itself
without the aid of unbelievers.”49

From the American perspective, the potential downside of this change
could be a loss of access to information about Saudi strategic thinking and
of regular contact with Saudi military officers. From the perspective of the
Saudis, they could regard the American pullout—along with the Bush
administration’s professed commitment to a democratic Middle East—as
a sign of flagging American support for the House of Saud. Even before
the Iraq war, in a paper arguing the case for Saudi acquisition of nuclear
capability, Richard L. Russell observed that “it would be imprudent, to say
the least, for Riyadh to make the cornerstone of [its] national-security pos-
ture out of an assumption that the United States would come to the king-
dom’s defense under any and all circumstances.”50 It might be even more
imprudent now.

The so-called War on Terrorism—which over time will vary in inten-
sity, commitment, tactics, and location—may not be a sufficiently strong
bond to hold the United States and Saudi Arabia together, especially
because it has inspired as much suspicion and resentment in both coun-
tries as it has mutual action. American and Saudi officials say that the ter-
rorist attacks of May and November 2003 on housing compounds for
foreigners in Riyadh have broken through the wall of denial and circum-
vention that characterized previous episodes in which Saudi-U.S. cooper-
ation was called for. Security sweeps and even gun battles with suspected
terrorists are now common in Saudi cities. A feckless Saudi response, like
those that followed earlier attacks, would have further alienated Ameri-
cans; if that had happened, an Iraq responsive to American ideals and will-
ing to work with Washington on both security and oil issues might be a
more attractive partner for the United States. 

If, then, the Saudis can no longer assume that the armed forces of the
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United States are their ultimate weapon against external threats, might they
not wish to acquire a different ultimate weapon? The Saudi Arabian
armed forces have never developed a coherent national security doctrine
that could provide a serious basis for acquisition and deployment planning,
let alone for a decision to acquire nuclear weapons. However, recall that
there are cogent reasons why Saudi Arabia might pursue such a course: it
is a rich but weak country with armed forces of suspect competence, out-
manned by combat-hardened, truculent, and potentially nuclear-armed
neighbors, and no longer confident that it can count on its American pro-
tector. “From Riyadh’s perspective,” wrote Russell, “the acquisition of
nuclear weapons and secure delivery systems would appear logical and
even necessary.” Those “secure delivery systems,” Russell argued, would
not be aircraft, which are vulnerable to ground defenses, but “ballistic-
missile delivery systems that would stand a near-invulnerable chance of
penetrating enemy airspace”—namely, the CSS-2s.51

Military experts say it is theoretically possible that the missiles could
be made operational, modernized, and retrofitted with nuclear warheads
acquired from China, Pakistan, or perhaps, within a few years, North
Korea. Any attempt to do so, however, would present immense technical
and political difficulties—so much so that Saudi Arabia might emerge
less secure rather than more. 

Even aside from the fact that such a nuclear program would place
Saudi Arabia in the category of global nuclear outlaw along with North
Korea and, by then, probably Iran, the acquisition of warheads would
encounter strenuous opposition from the United States and Israel. Having
watched Washington’s reaction to Pakistan’s nuclear tests in 1998, the
Saudis are well aware that U.S. law requires economic and military sanc-
tions against nuclear proliferators. And whereas Pakistan and India had
friends in Congress, willing to help them escape the network of manda-
tory sanctions, Saudi Arabia does not. If an angry Congress cuts off
Saudi Arabia from future purchases of U.S. military equipment and
forces the withdrawal of U.S. military trainers, and if Israel threatened a
preemptive strike, the Kingdom’s position would be precarious to the
point of untenability. 

Moreover, confrontation and defiance are not Saudi Arabia’s style; the
Saudis’ weapons of choice are cash and diplomacy. It is difficult to imagine
the princes of the House of Saud deliberately positioning themselves as
global outliers and inviting reprisals from countries capable of inflicting
serious political and economic damage on them. With hundreds of billions
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134 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

of dollars of private Saudi capital and government funds invested in the
United States, the Saudis would be ill advised to risk an asset freeze. 

To avoid such consequences, the Saudis could seek to acquire
weapons secretly, as they did with the Chinese missiles. In the unlikely
event that they could accomplish such a feat, the exercise could be self-
defeating because nuclear weapons lose their deterrent value if their exis-
tence is unknown. 

Either way, covert or overt, acquiring nuclear warheads and installing
them on modernized, retrofitted CSS-2 missiles capable of delivering
them would require Chinese cooperation, which is unlikely to be forth-
coming. Once a problem proliferator and the probable source of tech-
nology and material for Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program, China
now has a higher interest in maintaining the nuclear cooperation agree-
ment with the United States that went into effect in 1998, making possi-
ble U.S. commercial sales to China’s civilian nuclear power program.
Having joined the NPT system in 1992, China is obliged “not in any way
to assist, encourage or induce any non-nuclear weapon State to manu-
facture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other explosive devices,
or control over such weapons or explosive devices.”52 Under the Nuclear
Proliferation Prevention Act of 1994, China would face revocation of the
U.S. nuclear cooperation agreement it worked so hard to secure, as well
as economic sanctions, if it were deemed to have “aided or abetted” the
acquisition of nuclear weapons.53

With India as a strategic rival, the Chinese had some reason to help
Pakistan acquire nuclear capability, and they continued to assist Pak-
istan’s program even after adhering to the NPT. No such consideration
prevails in the Middle East. “The Chinese are not so stupid as to prolif-
erate nukes, especially to the Arab world,” according to Bernard Dunn.
“If they had such an inclination, they could have armed half a dozen
Arab states already. China is interested in expanding commercial ties,
not adding to the balance of terror.”54

The Pakistan Factor

Assuming that the Saudis would seek to acquire nuclear weapons despite
all the potential negative consequences and that the Chinese would not
cooperate, Riyadh would have to acquire a new fleet of missiles for deliv-
ery in addition to the warheads. This would greatly increase the cost, as
well as the risk of detection, but it is theoretically possible. North Korea,
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S AU D I  A R A B I A 135

a prolific retailer of missiles, would presumably be willing to sell warheads
or at least fissionable material now that production is apparently going to
resume. Yet doing nuclear weapons business with North Korea would
put the Saudis so far outside the comfort zone of their relations with the
United States, Europe, and Japan that it is difficult to imagine Riyadh
taking such a step as long as the House of Saud reigns, regardless of the
perceived threat. The other possible source would be Pakistan, with
which Saudi Arabia has had a long and close relationship that survived
Pakistan’s multiple shifts from civilian to military rule and back. 

Washington was alerted to the possibility of a Saudi turn to Pakistan
for missiles and perhaps even nuclear warheads by Prince Sultan’s 1999
visit to Pakistan’s defense and nuclear facilities. It was believed to be the
first time any outsider had been permitted to visit the Pakistani sites.55 By
that time, Pakistan was openly in possession of nuclear warheads, having
tested six the year before in response to tests by India, and was nearing
production of a new generation of ballistic missiles with a range of 1,500
miles—a possible replacement for the CSS-2s in Saudi Arabia. 

As conservative, Sunni Muslim nations with overlapping interests and
complementary strengths, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia had been consider-
ing formal security agreements since the 1950s. The appeal of such an
arrangement was obvious: Pakistan had military know-how, trained
manpower, and experienced forces but no money; the Saudis lacked mil-
itary and industrial capability but had plenty of cash. According to the
United Nations’ global compilation of treaties, Saudi Arabia and Pak-
istan have a friendship pact dating to that era but no formal mutual
defense agreement—indeed, Saudi Arabia has no formal defense agree-
ment with any country and would be unlikely to enter such an arrange-
ment with Pakistan out of fear of being dragged into the Kashmir
conflict. But the security relationship between the two countries has been
close since the late 1970s. After the tumultuous year of 1979—the most
stressful in modern Saudi history because of Egypt’s peace treaty with
Israel, the Iranian revolution, and the armed takeover by radical dissidents
of the Great Mosque in Mecca, followed by the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan—a small contingent of Pakistani troops was deployed to
Saudi Arabia. One unit was stationed at Khamis Mushayt, in the far
south, and the other in Tabuk, near the Jordanian border, far enough
from the capital not to pose any threat to the ruling family. The Saudis,
of course, footed the bill.56 These troops remained until 1987, when oil
prices hit historic lows and the Saudis could no longer afford them.

In cooperation with the CIA, the two countries worked closely
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136 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

throughout the 1980s to recruit, train, equip, and pay for the guerrilla war
of Islamic resistance against the Soviet troops occupying Afghanistan.
(Among the many Saudi individuals who participated in that conflict was
Osama bin Laden.) The Saudis congratulated Pakistan after its 1998
nuclear tests, and a few months later Crown Prince Abdullah was received
effusively on a visit to Lahore. In their joint statement about the visit, the
two countries said that “views were exchanged in an atmosphere of
brotherhood and understanding in which prevailed mutual trust and
compatibility of points of view which characterizes the Saudi-Pakistani
relations.” The statement said the visit symbolized the “permanent bond
between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan.”

Given that history, it was perhaps not surprising that Defense Minister
Sultan’s visit the following year to the nuclear and missile facilities stirred
speculation about its purpose. Neither Saudi Arabia nor Pakistan
announced the visit at the time—in fact, the Pakistanis denied it had
occurred—and only after speculative press reports began to appear some
time afterward did they comment on it. On August 6, 1999, the
spokesman of Pakistan’s foreign office issued this statement:

When his attention was drawn to news reports in the Western
media about the visit of [the] Saudi Defense Minister to some of Pak-
istan’s defense facilities, the Foreign Office Spokesman described
the speculative comments in the reports as entirely unwarranted
and baseless. The Spokesman said that the Saudi authorities have
already denied the speculation about any possible cooperation
between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia in the nuclear field. Pakistan
has repeatedly affirmed its commitment to not transfer nuclear and
sensitive technologies to any country. Pakistan has been abiding by
this immutable and unilateral commitment in the past and will con-
tinue to do so in the future.

In his recent book about Pakistan, the experienced journalist Owen
Bennett Jones wrote, “It is still far from clear what the Saudi defense min-
ister was doing. He might have been interested in some of the weapons
(nuclear or conventional) produced at Kahuta, but more likely than not
he was just indulging in a piece of political tourism.”57 What is clear is
that Pakistan chafed for years under the U.S. sanctions imposed for its
previous nuclear weapons activities, including the loss of U.S. war-
planes that Pakistan paid for but was never able to gain possession of
because of restrictions imposed under U.S. antiproliferation laws, and
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would be reluctant to incur new sanctions by assisting a nuclear program
in Saudi Arabia. 

There is little doubt that Pakistan is pressing ahead with the develop-
ment of additional nuclear weapons and the missiles by which to deliver
them. In May 2002, Pakistan tested a new liquid-fueled missile known as
the Haft-V, apparently based on North Korean technology, with a range
of about 800 miles. That is less than half the range of the CSS-2s but still
easily enough to reach critical targets in Iran, Iraq, and Israel from Saudi
Arabia.58 Later that year, the Bush administration revealed its concern
that Pakistan was paying North Korea for its missile technology not in
cash but in assistance to Pyongyang’s nuclear program.59 The CIA
reported in January 2003 that Pakistan has “continued to acquire
nuclear-related equipment, some of it dual use, and materials from vari-
ous sources—principally in Western Europe.”60 Moreover, the discovery
in early 2004 that Pakistan was the probable source for designs and
materials used in Libya’s clandestine nuclear weapons program under-
mined Pakistan’s insistence that it has never been a nuclear proliferator.
The government of Pakistan said that the sales to Libya were unauthorized
transactions by rogue scientists, not government-to-government deals.
But even if that is true, there is no obvious reason why such sales could
not also have been made to other Arab countries.

Some U.S. government officials believe that Pakistan and Saudi Arabia
have an understanding by which Pakistan’s nuclear capabilities would be
made available on demand to Saudi Arabia if the Saudis found them-
selves in extremis—a guarantee purchased, in effect, by Saudi funding of
Pakistan’s nuclear program. No known evidence supports this theory,
and some experts openly discount it. Among these is Gary Samore, a
longtime student of Saudi Arabian security policy who was a senior arms
control and nonproliferation specialist at the National Security Council in
the Clinton administration.

“I don’t believe there’s a deal that the Saudis already paid and could
take delivery on demand, and if I were the Saudis I wouldn’t trust the Pak-
istanis to deliver on such a deal,” Samore said. “There’s no doubt the
Saudis have delivered a lot of money to Pakistan, and some went to sup-
port the nuclear weapons program, but I don’t believe any such quid pro
quo exists. What would be more likely would be that Pakistan would
[again] station troops on Saudi soil, and those could include nuclear-
armed forces.”61 These could be attack aircraft carrying bombs, missile
squadrons deploying nuclear-tipped warheads, or ground troops, such as
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138 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

Pakistan previously sent to Saudi Arabia, now equipped with tactical—as
opposed to strategic—nuclear weapons. But against which potential foe
of Saudi Arabia would Pakistan jeopardize its own interests by deploying
nuclear weapons?

Policy Considerations for the United States 

Taken together, the weight of the evidence and the experience of Saudi
behavior over five decades indicate that Saudi Arabia does not seek to
acquire nuclear weapons, could not develop an indigenous nuclear
weapons program, and would encounter daunting, perhaps insuperable,
difficulties if it sought to purchase such a capability from outside. Never-
theless, as we have seen, the Saudis have dangerous neighbors in a volatile
neighborhood, and it is possible to envision circumstances under which the
acquisition of nuclear weapons might seem a valuable and relatively eco-
nomical option, bestowing an element of security and deterrence that
could justify the political, economic, and strategic risks. The only country
that can provide the Saudis with sufficient confidence of their security that
no such undertaking would even be considered is the United States. 

Before September 11, it probably was not necessary for the United
States to take any specific steps or offer any new commitments in order to
maintain Saudi Arabia’s security confidence at a sufficiently high level
that acquiring nuclear weapons would not cross the Saudis’ minds. In the
past, whenever the chips were down—the Yemen conflict of the 1960s, the
“tanker war” of the 1980s, Desert Storm—the Americans had come
through for Saudi Arabia. The American military presence and the vast,
intricate network of economic ties between the two countries provided
sufficient assurance of American protection. Now the game board looks
much different. 

The Saudis no longer have full confidence in American backing, and the
current U.S. administration has little if any political reason to offer the
Saudis any new commitments, especially if they require congressional
assent. Moreover, long-term U.S. interests in the Middle East would best
be served by avoiding any commitment to the preservation of the House
of Saud specifically. The United States has strategic and economic inter-
ests in Saudi Arabia, but preservation of al-Saud rule is not necessarily one
of them; a democratic government that maintained good relations with the
West would be preferable. 

If the Bush administration is serious about promoting democracy in the
Middle East, fashioning an effective policy toward Saudi Arabia could
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S AU D I  A R A B I A 139

pose a significant challenge. As the current Saudi leadership frequently
points out, a change to an elective system in which the country’s leader is
chosen by popular vote would probably produce a militant Islamic
regime hostile to the United States. On the other hand, even lip service to
the democratic idea seems to require that Washington put some distance
between itself and the al-Saud family. The issue is how to do that without
provoking the Saudis into putting the nuclear option on the table.

One possibility, of course, is that the ouster of Saddam Hussein as
ruler of Iraq will indeed pave the way to a new era of peace and stability
throughout the Middle East, in which case the only conceivable threat to
Saudi Arabia’s rulers would be internal and the question of nuclear deter-
rent would become moot. Despite President Bush’s optimism, such a
development is improbable, given the region’s history since the Treaty of
Versailles, the apparent commitment of Iran to nuclearize, and the
intractability of the Israeli-Palestinian question. 

Some analysts advocate putting Saudi Arabia under the U.S. nuclear
umbrella, perhaps through a Persian Gulf version of NATO. Assuming
that Congress would ever approve such a guarantee, the advantage of
this proposal is that it could be done without reference to any particular
government in Riyadh. This solution might suffice if the threat to Saudi
security is thought to be a frontal attack by Iran or some other external
force. And if Iran becomes fully nuclear capable, such a guarantee might
also serve U.S. interests through deterrence of Tehran. But if the threat to
Saudi Arabia is non-nuclear and indirect, through insurgency, guerrilla
strikes, and infiltration and sabotage of soft targets such as water desali-
nation plants, a U.S. nuclear guarantee would not suffice because in such
a case, even if Washington intervened militarily to prop up the ruling
family, it would certainly not use nuclear weapons. The Saudis might
well feel the need to develop a nuclear response capability that they
would control themselves, NPT obligations or not. Short of a formal
“nuclear umbrella” commitment, however, there are confidence-building
steps the United States could take.

In a paper for the National Defense University, Joseph McMillan iden-
tified several relatively painless moves Washington could make to restore
the bilateral relationship to its former comfort level. One was to “under-
take a genuine strategic dialogue.” According to McMillan,

There is no shared understanding with the Saudi leadership on the
strategic underpinnings of the bilateral relationship and the future of
the region. American and Saudi officials have conflicting rationales
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140 T H O M A S  W. L I P P M A N

for the presence of U.S. forces in the Kingdom, conflicting under-
standings of the threat, and undoubtedly conflicting perceptions
over how to move forward. These consultations need to be frank,
strictly private, regular and inclusive of all aspects of the U.S.-Saudi
relationship, from security and oil to agriculture and education.62

McMillan also recommended that American officials stop issuing pub-
lic characterizations of what Saudi Arabia has agreed or refused to do.
Such comments “often have unpredictable and unproductive conse-
quences,” he wrote—that is, Saudi leaders, for domestic reasons, often
find it necessary to take public positions contrary to Washington’s lest they
appear to be doing U.S. bidding.63

Another useful step would be to tell the Saudis directly—in confi-
dence, but with absolute clarity—that any dalliance with the lure of
nuclear weapons would be counterproductive. A respected senior offi-
cial, speaking for the president, should be dispatched to deliver this mes-
sage and spell out the consequences. This official should carry a private
letter from a few senior members of Congress of both parties letting the
Saudis know that—unlike Pakistan—they would have no support in
Congress if they were to venture down the nuclear road. The Saudis do not
appreciate being threatened and resent any communication that sounds
like a command or an ultimatum; for those reasons, any such U.S.
démarche should be undertaken only if there is reason to believe that
Riyadh is contemplating a nuclear option. 

Finally, the administration should select an appropriate moment, per-
haps after Iraq has stabilized, to issue a new formulation of the so-called
Carter Doctrine. In January 1980, in his State of the Union address a few
weeks after Soviet troops marched into Afghanistan, President Jimmy
Carter declared, “An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the
Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of
the United States. It will be repelled by any means necessary, including mil-
itary force.” In October 1982, President Ronald Reagan made this com-
mitment specific to Saudi Arabia: “An attack on Saudi Arabia would be
considered an attack on the United States.” 

An unequivocal statement that the United States has vital interests in
Saudi Arabia and will prevent disruption of the flow of oil, without
regard to the differences of the moment or the identity of the ruler, could
restore a measure of Saudi confidence that U.S. protection is all the deter-
rent they need. It could also have the beneficial effect of putting any rival
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aspirants to power in Riyadh on notice that the United States would tol-
erate their regime only so long as American interests were not threat-
ened. They should understand that the United States, in its new mood after
September 11, will not accept any repetition of the 1979 humiliation in
Iran or the emergence of Taliban-style rule. The statement should make
clear that there are three outcomes the United States will not tolerate
from any government in Saudi Arabia: disruption of oil flow, confiscation
of U.S. assets, and acquisition of nuclear weapons. Having watched the
downfall of Saddam Hussein, the powers in Riyadh will have every rea-
son to take Washington seriously.
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